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ADAS Wins Hedge Fund Journal Performance Award

The Altana Directors Alignment Strategy (UCITS) won the Long/Short (Systematic/Quantitative)
category at the Hedge Fund Journal’s UCITS Hedge Awards 2019. Following its impressive
performance in the turbulent market conditions of 2018 ADAS has already won three awards, marking its
arrival as an innovative entrant in the Long-Short equity space.
Altana’s core philosophy is to use sophisticated financial tools to do simple things better, recognising that
investors have a strong interest in intuitive and easy to understand strategies. ADAS seeks pure trading
signals to align with corporate insiders, who have superior understanding of their company by selling its
stock ahead of market sell offs and entering at more favourable valuations. PM and ADAS creator,
Alphons Vermorken, has also co-authored four academic papers on the efficacy of directors’ dealings
working closely with researchers from University College London.
ADAS has shown that, when correctly filtered, directors’ dealings generate true alpha. The proprietary
trading strategy has significantly outperformed its benchmark since inception. Throughout 2018 it
consistently anticipated market moves, significant corrections and rebounds. These characteristics,
coupled with defined stop loss and take profit parameters, are part of the strategy’s strengths. In 2018
ADAS returned 15.3% (before fees) against a negative S&P performance of -6.24%.
In November 2018 at the Hedge Funds Review European Performance Awards 2018 ADAS was
recognised as Best New Hedge Hund - Alternative UCITS. In the Investors Choice Awards 2019
ADAS was the Top Performer in the Best Smaller Fund – Equity category.
For any further information, please contact investorservices@altanawealth.com.
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